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- strategy -

Based on your question we draw up
a strategy together. We determine
which steps should be taken to
accomplish your dream.
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“An architect is the drawer of dreams”
Grace McGarvie
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To build your HOME!

studio for architecture & interior
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danielle@architectuurlab.com
+31 6 4268 2443
The Netherlands
CoC: 57793344
Contact us for a free quotation
and a first sketch idea
based on your personal needs.

www.architectuurlab.com

alab

know-how

ArchitectuurLAB operates on different scales. Varying from the level
of the detail, the interior and architectural scale up to and including the
urban scale.

After 12 years of working in Architecture at international and national
architecture firms I have gained a lot
of experience and know-how on
every field of architecture and I have
developed myself into a flexible and
versatile architect.

My goal is to connect
these scales
passion
Designing your dream is my passion.
Among other things, I find inspiration
in the surrounding nature, the differences between cultures and the
beauty of decaying.

japanese art of repairing pottery

human
Not the design, but the human
comes first. A good design is practical and functions as a machine while
giving the security of a snail house.
Not a house, but a home!

Architecture designed
for the human
This result is achieved by listening to
you and in that way together realize
your dream.

beauty of decaying

A unique identity is essential.
This is reflected -for example- in the
contrast between old and new,
respecting the existing elements
while integrating the new ones
and in reflecting the character of the
client.

Pure and authentic

1+1 =3
collaboration
ArchitectuurLAB is a flexible studio
that works together with specialists
who are qualified for the assignment,
in this way we can combine individual
qualities. And by doing so for every
project we have an optimal team of
qualified specialists.

In addition to working as an individual architect, I also work as a
freelance architect.

construction
The smallest detail makes
the difference
Idears are transformed in a creative
and constructive way to achieve the
clients dream. A good design pays
attention to very details as well as
the big picture.
In my designs I pursue simplicity,
comfort, peace and sophistication.

inspiring nature

